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The purpcs: e of this thee:i..~ ·:±s to devise el-. . . . "'• ... . .. .. 
ementary constructions whi® ~~~~·:.tif ~·· b.a:se~ .;;.Of all con-
:-··• •.• -.· •: :·z ..... 
struction; first, with coml?~!3@eif~~lo~~··;· :·s.econd, with 
• .•.':.•.:".•.: Cle 
compasses plus the rulet.;: -~·li'i~d, with compasses and rul-
er plus the triangles. Along with these constructions 
a system of Geometrography will be used to measure each 
. 
construction and a comparison will be made of the three 
methods used. The central i'dea is tD investigate and 
ascertain whether a number of the elementary construc-
tions given in our Plane Geometries can be made practi-
cally as short and in some cases shorter by use of the 
compasses alone; and further to see how much shorter 
they can be made by introducing the triangles in Plane 
Geanetry. Suppose we have a construction problem which 
can be solved by compasses alone and also with ruler and 
compasses; and further, suppose "compasses-alone" construe-
tion is somewhat longer than the ruler and compasses con-
struction. Which method is more desirable for accuracy? 
When a line is drawn by the aid of a straight edge, it 
may be in error for three reasons: first, the straight 
.edge may not coincide with the point or points through 
which the line is to be drawn; second, the straight edge 
is likely to be moved as the line is being ruled; and 
6 
6 
third, the angle of-elevation of the pen may not remain 
constant as the line is being ruled. When points are 
located by use of the compasses, they may be in error 
. . 
for only one reason: the operation of making the points 
of the compasses aoincide with the referepce poi.tj.ts. 
However, this error is not so likely with points of the 
compasses as with ruler. There is no chance of error from 
the points of the compasses being moved as the circle · is 
drawn for one leg of the compasse~ is anchored~n the 
paper. Fu.rther, there is no chance of error from the 
angle of elevation qf the compasses ~1th the plane of 
the paper not being constant. Thus from the point of 
·view of accuracy a ''eampasa-alone" construction is mor~ _ 
desirable than a: ::c:uI~nd.-campaases construction, even 
though the "compasses-als:>ne" construction -is longer. 
~he errors that may occur by use of the triangles are 





As time passes, problems of construction and 
theorems in Geometry are being constructed and provea. 
many different ways. For example, we krtow five simple 
methods, all different, to c.onstruot the parallel pos-
tulate. The Pythagorean Theorem has been proved ±n~-n;ra.ny 
ways. The problem then arises as to which method of 
construction of the parallel postulate is the most ac-
curate; also, the problem as to which proof of the ~-
... 
agorean Theorem is the shortest an~ simplest. We are 
now living in a period of economy and we are always on 
the look-out for short methods. We might give a discus -
sion of short methods 9f proof for different theorems; 
but leaving that aside, we will develop in this chapter 
a discussion of the ways of measuring different construc-
tions. 
In order to make a comparison of the brevity, 
simplicity, and accuracy of two or more constructions, we 
must assign values to each operation in the steps of 
the construction~. Therein arises a difficulty. If one 
could devise a methotl of grading a constructi·on so we 
might compare it with other constructions as to the 
characteristics of simplicity and accuracy, he would make 
a definite advance in this field of mathematics. 
Several attempts have been made in this direc-
7 
8 
tion. J. Steiner (1796-1863) in the year 1833 suggested 
the problem of investigating and obtaining some method 
of·measuring geometric exercises.to determine the simplest, 
s::hortest, and most exact construction of the same exer-
cise. A pra9tioal system by ~hioh a construction could 
be measured was first introduced by c. Weiner ( 1S26-96) 
in his textbook Lehrbuche ~ Dorstellenden Geometrie 
(Leipzig, Teubner, 1884). The question was first crit-
ically investigated by Lemoine in 1888 in his work, Geo-
metrographie, ~ l'Art des Constructions Geometrigues 
(l~aris, 1902). This aubjectpwas also investigat~d by 
J. Roensch in his work, Planimet11iseha Konstruktionen in . -
Geometriographischer. Ansfuhruns C·Leipzig, Teubner, 19.04}. 
The system developed by Lemoine was rewised by Naph Bernes, 
and ~t present seems to be the best system in use. 
The system of Geometrography used by Lemoine 
is this: 
Operation Description 
R1 Make the straight edge pas~ through one given 
point. 
R2 Rule a straight line. 
c1 Hake one compass leg coincide with a given 
point. 
c2 Make one compass leg coincide with any point 
on a given line. 
c3 Describe a circle. 
9 
Thus if these operations occur respectively 
L1 , L·2 , m1 , m2 , m3 
times in a construction, its symbol is 
µ1~1 • L2R21f; m1c1 ~ m2e2 ~ m2c3 : 
the sum of the coefficients L1 + L2 +m1 t m2 + m3 , which 
is the total number of operations, is t~e coefficient 
of simplicity, and the total number of coincidences 
L1 + m1 f m2 is 'the 9oefficient of exactitude. The dif-
fe.r.lence bet.ween these coefficients gives L2 + m3 , which 
is the number of lines or circles drawn. 
The system of Geometrography used by Bernes 
was as follows: 
.£--operation of drawing any straight line. 
~-~operation of drawing any straight line 
I 
through a given point. 
~--operation of drawing a straight line through 
'1. 
two given poin~s. 
-y--operation of drawing any circle. 
Y,--operation of drawing any circle with given 
center. 
~~-operation of drawing a circle with given 
center through a given point. 
~--operation of drawing a. circle with given 
radius and given center. 
Now if in sane construction a straight line 
is drawn 1 times, a line 'through a given point ! 1 times, •••• , 
and a circle with given radius and given center m3 times, 
its symbol would be this: 
l~ + 11 ~.f. 12 ~+my .. m1 y,t m2 Y)..~ m3y3• 
The coefficient. o.f"simplicity would be: 
1 .J 211 + 312 t m + 2ma_ + Zm2 + 4m3• 
10 
The coefficient of exactitude, which is the 
number of coincidences, is thist 
The number of operations is: 
,Example: GS.ii:en 'three points not in a straight 
line, to find the center of the circle ~hich passes 
through these points. In this construction we draw three 
circles with given centers and two straight lines through 
two given points. According to Lemoine its symbol would 
be 3C1 t 3C3 t 4R1 t 2R2 , ooefficient of simplicity 12, 
coefficient of exao~iiude 7, and number of lines and'cir-
olea drawn 5. ~ocord.ing to Bernes its symbol would be 
3 '(1 t 2 bl., coefficient of simplicity 12, coefficient of 
exactitude 7, and number of operations 5. Thus we see 
the two systems give same results, but the system of 
Bernes is more easily applied. 
The system used in this thesis will be closely 
related to that of Bernes and the following symbols will 
be used: 
L0--operation of ruling any straight line. 
L1--operation of ruling any straight line 
through a given point. 
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L2--operation of ruling a straight line through . 
two given points. 
c0--operation of describing any circle. 
c1--operation of describing any circle with 
given center; or operation of describing any circle through 
a given point. 
c2--operation of describing a circle with given 
center through a given point. 
c3--operation of describing a circle with given 
radius and given .center. 
T2--operation of erecting a perpendicular to 
a given line at a given point in the line with triangles. 
T
3
--operation of dropping a perpendicular from 
a given external point to a given line; or the operation 
of constructing the Rarallel postulate with triang1es. 
c. s.--coefficient of simplicity, which is 
the number of coincidences plus the number of lines and 
circles dr~wn and which is calculated by multiplying the 
coefficient of the letters by tneir subscripts increased 
by one and taking the sum. 
c. E.--coefficient of exactitude, which is the 
number of coincidences and which is obtained by multiply-
ing the coefficient of the letters by their subscripts 
and taking the sum. 
12 
N. 0.--number of operations which is the num-
ber of lines and circles drawn and is obtained by the 




In making a construction we always have given 
certain lines or points which we call reference lines 
or points and from these we locate other lines and 
points until we have our required constra.otion made. 
~or a line to be given we must always have two points 
on the line given, for two points determine only one 
line. When we say tbe line AB is given, we mean the 
two points A and B are given and these two points fix 
a straight line through them. In this chapter we are 
given points .and with the compasses we locate other 
points and if in a problem a line is to be found, if 
we can locate two points of the line, it will be de-
termined. 
The method ot writing up the construction 
part of each problem ls e!mlla:r: to the method used 
by H. P. Hudson in h~r book on Ruler ~ qomp~saes. 
The first column gives the points as they were locat-
ed. Each point is the intersection of two arcs, two 
lines, or an arc and a line; and the two aroa, two 
lines, or the arc and the line that looate each point 
are put on the same line with this point but in column 
two or three--all repetitions are put in column three. 





Conatruoti:on I _ __.... ____ -
To let fall a ....J_ upon a given line from a 
given external point. 
·. 
A ·B 
Gl ven line AB and external point :p., to · ~ 
find a line _J_ to AB from P. 
_.Construction: 
Symbol: 2 o2 ; O. S, : 6; C. B. : 4; N. O. = 2. 
Proof: 9 Two points eaoh equidistant from the extemi-
tie s of a glven line determine the .J_ bisector.• 
I 
Construot1on II ------
At a given point in a given line, to erect 
a _j_ to the given line. 
E 
Given tbs point P on the gi"(i'en li:ne .A::e. 
to erect a -;el.. to AB at P. 
Method I. 
Construct.ton: 
c P(B)B(PB) C2:l-C1 
D C(PB) P(B) C1 
E D(PB) P(B) cf . 
P' E(P' )B(P') 2 c1 I 
15 
Sym.1'-ol: - C1~Ci; o,. s.=13; c. E.:?'I; N. o.=6. 
Proof: gThe radius will divide the semi-circle 
into three equal parts.• •Two points each equidistant 
from the extremities of a line determine the _I_ bisector.• 




a P(C)B(C) 2 cl 
D B(PC)C(PC) A ~ 2 c+ 
:s D(PO) C(PO) .c+ 
P' E(PC) C(PC) 01 
I . 
Symbol: 6 q; c. S.=12; c. E.=6; N. o.=6. 
Proof: 8 An angle inscribed ln a semicircle 






c P(C)B(C) 2 c1 
-
C' P( C)B( C) 
P' C(PC)P(CC') C1+C2 
Symbol: 3 C1+Q2; c. s.=9; c. E.=5; N. o.=4. 
Proof: Quadrilateral PC'CP' is a parallelo-
gram and PB is _J_ to CC' ·.·it is .J_ to PP~. 
Corallary: To produce a line segment its 
own length. 
Construction: 
Apply method I and we get the symbol 3 C1 +c~ 
which gives us a C. S.=9, C. E.:I, and N. 0.:4. 
Construction III ----,--
To find the perpendicular blseotor of a given 
line .sagment. 
B 
Given the line segment AB, 
to f 1nd the perpendicular bisector. 
Conetruotlon: 
~ 
p A(P) B(P) 
P' . A(P) B(P) . 
! cl 
Symbol: 2 a,; c. s.=4; c. E.=2; N. o.=2. 
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Proof: •Two points each equidistant from the 
extremities of a line determine the perpendiCU:lar blsectom 
of the line. 
Oona tm c ti on IV ------------ -
To constru.ct a right triangle with hypotenuse 
c 
twice a g'i van side ( oonatructilelling a line • ~) 
B 
Given line segnent AB, to construct a ~lght triangle 






c A(B) B(A) C1+C2 
-
D 'c( AB) A(;B) 01 
E D(AB) A(B) cl 
I 
Symbol: 3 01+02; o. s.=9; c. E.=&; N. o.=4. 
Proof: •An angle inscribed in a semioirole 





0 . A(B) B(A) 
D 








N. O. : 4. 
Proof: Angle ~ ls rt. angle by Construction 
II--Method III. Angle BAD and ADB are 60° (equilateral 
tri1!!1!lgle). Angla a DAX and DXA are • (opposite • sides), 
but L DAX= 30°. Then L XDA • 120°. Therefore L lDB 
is straight angle and DB = XD by conetruotlon. 
Construct! on V -""'_......._ ........... __ -
To donble an 
0 
Given the angle AOB, 
' 
required to double angle AOB 
Constrnctl on: 
Symbol: 2 02; c.' s. = 6; c. E·. = 4t N. o. = 2. 
Proof: The two triangles AOB- and BOX have 
three sides of one eqyal reepeotlvely to three sld~s 
of the other. Therefore angle BOX le equal to angle 
AOB and consequently angle AOX ls double angle AOB. 
Constru.ction VI _ __..... ______ -
To draw a tangent to a circle at a point on 
the circle. 
0 
Given circle wl th oen 'tar O and point P on the 
circle, to draw a tangent to the circle at P. 
Method I. 
Construction: 
A P(0) O(P) 02 
B A(O) P(O) cl 
x B(OP) 
£J. 
Symbol: 2 Cl+ o2 ; C. S. = 7; C. E. : 4; N. O. a 3. 
Proof: •An angle ineorlbed in a aem1o1rcle is a ) 
right angle' • •A line _j_ to a radius at its extremi~y on 




A P(O) 'O(P) 02 
B Pf 0) O(P) 
. . . 
x B(PO) P(AB) 01 f 03 
Symbol: o1 '""+ o2 + q3 ; c. s.-• 9; c. E .• = 6; 
N. o. : 3. 
Proof: XP ls perpendloular to OP at P by 
Construction II--Method III. 
22 
c 
N. O. • 6. 
"' ~ 
Construction VII -------
To find tba mid oint of a given arc. 1 
Given arc AB the.. aro of a circle with center O, 
to find the midpoint of arc AB 
Construction: 
-
c A(O) O(AB) 02 "' 03 
-'-
D B(O) O(AB) C1 
E D(A} O(B) 01 + 02 
" 
x 0(08) :m 03 
23 
Symbol: 2 c1 + 2 o2 ~ 2 c3 i a. s. = 18; c. B. -= 12; 
J:};asoheroni, Lorenzo: La Geometria del Oompeaso, 
Pa~ta, 1797, pp. 32-35. -- ---
Loria, Gino: Vorlesungen !!!?!.!: Dorstellende Ge~s:trtltt, 
Leipzig and Berlin, 190'1, pp. 4, -5. 
Proof: 
Angle AOB = 2a 
AB = 2 OA • sin .a 
L BOO = 90Q 4 a 
Then in triangle BOO, 
m,2 = m52 • tm2 ~ ~ tm • 'l5'a sin a 
= nI2 ~ I'S2 .J 2 t5l: • D sin a 
: '6'1'.2 + 2 D2 -= (112 + 2 tm2 
= n12· = ~2 ,. m2 
Then i02 .a. m2 : OI2 + 2 Oo2 
(112 = (1.l2 ~ tm2 : m2 = -cm2· + ox2 
~ + lm2 =. W2 + m2 
Therefore OA • ox. 
A 
Oonatruotf on VIII ---------
Tonconstruct a square given one side. 
x 
B 
G~ven the llne..:::aegment AB, to 





R A(B) B(A) C1 + 02 
s R(AB) B(A) cl 
T S(AB) B( A-) 01 
, 
Q,, ·A( S) T( AS) 01 f 
x A(BQ) B(A) 03 
y B(Q) A(B) Co 
Symbol: Ce .. ' 01 "' 2 02 .. C3; o. s •• 19; 




Proof: X ls midpoint of semlolrele ARST (Oonstrno-
tion VII). & BAY and ABX are congruent ( oorrespondlng sides 
are •); thus L BAY ls rt. L· Therefore AY and XB are 11 ( ..J.... 
to same line) ana quadrilateral ABXY ls a parallelogram and 
slnoe two adjaoent sides are = and one L ls a rt. L, the 




To triangle having given the 
Given line segment a m an~ n, to 
construct a right triangle with these segment$ 
as sides •. 
Construction: 
A O(m) J'.(m} Cl + C2 
B A.(m) O(m) 01 
,., 
c B(m) A.(m) cl 
D C(D) O(n) 01 .. 03 
26 
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E C(J)) O(n) 
F D(0) O(DE) 02 t 03 
G E(O) OCIB) 01 
H i'(R) G(D) 01 + ·02 
. 
x 
y G( l)H) O(n) 03 
Symbol: 6 01 + 3 o2 + 3 c3 ; C. S. • 33; O. E. • 21; 
N. O. = 12. 
Proof: 00 is perpendi~ular to OX by Construction 
II. Y la the inter~ectlon of line CO and the circle 0 with 
radius n. X was taken a point on the oirole o with radius 
m. Therefore triangle :IOY is a rl.ght triangle and its aides 
are m and n. 
Corellary. To construct a square equivalent to 
two given squares. 
Construe ti.on: This oonstruoti on will be a repeti-
tion of Construction IX and a repetition of construction 
VIII which will give a c. s. = 52, o. E. = 32, and N. o. = 20. 
28 
Constrnct1on X -------
To oonatruot a right triangle having given one 
side and the hypotenuse. 
n 
h 
Given the line segments ~ and ~' to 
construct a right trl:sngle with: a one aide end ! the 
hypotenu~e. 
Constrnetion: 
A 'O(n) 02 
~ A.(n) O(:n) 01 
:. 
c :S( n) ' - O(n) c· l 
D O(n) • B(n) 01 
' 
E D(A) On 02 
F A(h) E(h) 61 ... 03 
29 
N. 0,. : 7. 
Proof: DO is perpendioular to AO by Oonstruction 
II. Triangles DOA and DCB are oongruent (having oorrespon<!ing 
sides equal). Thus angle FOE ls right angle and lt follows 
'· 
that Aait ls a straight line. Then 1f H is taken as a radius ... 
and E and A aa centers and aros desorlbed lnterseot at P, tr1an-
gle AOF will be the required right triangle. 
Corollary. To oonetruot ~ square equivalent to 
the difference ot two given squares. 
Construot!on: This oan. be done by the repetl tJ:on 
o:f the above oonstruot!on and ,.a. ··rfrpetition of Conetructlon 
VIII which will give a c. s. • 37, c. E. • 22, and N. o. = 16. 
Construction XI ------
To find the intersection of a given line and a 
gl ven oircle. 
Oase I. When tlie~ center of the c !role is not 





Given oirole with center O and the points A and B, to 
tlnd the points whe~e the line AB outs the circle. 
Construction: 
I 
c B(O) A(O) 2 02 
x, y 0(0) 0 C2 
\ 
Symbol: 3 o2 ~ O. S. : 9; C. E. : 6; N. O. • 3. 
Proof: AB is the :perpendicular b!eeotor of OC 
(two po in ta each equidistant :fran the extremities of a' line 
determine the perpend1cular bisector). Since all points 
equidistant from the extremities of a given line l~e on the 
perpendicular bisector, then X and Y are on the line AB. This 
oonstructlon will work regardless of the position of A and 
B. 
Oase II. If O lies on line AB, then by Conetl'llo-
tion VII, the points of lntersectJ:on may be found. 
Symbol: 3 o1 t 2 c2 t 2 o3 ; c. s. : 20; a. E. = 13; 
N. O. : 7. 
Construotioh XII ----- ._..,.... 
To bisect a given angle. 
0 
Given the angle AOB, to 
find the bisector of angle AOB. 
Constro.otlon: 
c O(A) B(C) . 
! 
D O(A) B(C) 
. 
E 0(0) 0(CD) 
F D(O) O(OD) 
G E(D) P( C) . 
H ECOG) O(A) 






cl +, o2 
02 + 03 
01 
01 + 02 
03 
2 01 
Symbol: 5 o1 t 3:02 f 2 o3 ; o. S. • 2'1; O. E. = 17; 
N. O. : 10. 
32 
Proof: H 1a the 1ntereeot1on of OB and oirole with 
oenter o by Construotlon XI--Case II. I ls on bieeotor of 
angle AOB for 1 AOI and HOI have sides re speotively equal. 
Constro.ot!on XIII -------- -
Frem a. given point in a given line, to draw a 
line making ~ angle equal to a g.l:ven angle·. J 
·B 
. 
0 A p 
Given the angle AOB and lip.a PQ, 
' to oonstruot an agnle upon PQ at P equal to 
angle AOB. 
Method I. . · .. 
Conetru.ot!ont 
.. . 
;o P(OA) C(OB) 2 03 .• ' : . 
• • .% 
E P(Q) C(OB) ~2 
t 
F D(OB) . - P(Q) 01 
' i) ...•. 
• 
. ' . 
33 
G O(AB) P(OA) 03 
H . C(AB) P(Q) 
I G(AB) P(Q) 01 
J P(B) Q(HI) - 2 03 
Symbol: 2 c1 ~ o2 + 5 o3~ c. s. - 27; c. E. = 19; 
N. O. : 8. 
Proof: By.Construction XIV PJ ls the fourth 
proportional to OA •. PQ. and OB; also QJ is the fourth 
pr opo rti onal to OA, PQ, and AB. The~efore tbe triangles 
A.OB and QPJ are similar and it follows that angle Q.PJ 
J:s equal AOB. 
Method II. 
By use of construction XI--oase II. the inter-
section of PQ and circle with center P and radius OA ~ay 
pe found, oall this intersection~. Draw.R(AB) and P(OB) 
and eall point of 1nterseot1on·T. The angle TPR is re-
quired angle for ~ TPR and AOB. are oongruen1;. c. of 
s.· is 28, O. ~f E. is 19. and N. of o. is 9. 
Q2rollar.z 1· To construct a triangle given the 





Given the line segments B and ~ and the ·angle !B' to · 
oortstruot a triangle with!! and ;p sides and angle 
! the included angle. 
Construot!on: Upon AB,. which was made equal to 
!!• construot an angle equal to m, using oonatruction XV 
method I, a·t A. »raw A(p) and use oonstruotlon XI case II 
to find the lnterseotlon of A(p) and AR. Then ABC le re-
quired triahgle. c. s. = 59; c. E. • 37·; N~ o. ~ l'l. 
£2rol~arz g. To oonstruot a triangle given two 










/ -- I /_ - - - - - -= -=-::...-=al 
A B 
Gl~en the two iine segments Band·~ and angle!' to 
aonstra.ct a triangle with angle !!! opposite one 
of the sides B or ~· 
Construct ion: Upon AB, which was made equal to !• 
oonetruot an.angle equ,1 tom at A, using oonetructlon X.V. 
Then draw B(p) cutting AR at c and C'. Now either ABC' 
or ~c ia the required triangle. c.s. = 34; c. E. = 24; 



















Given three line segments !!!• !:, and :2• 
to construct a ·triangle with these lines as sides. 
Construction. 
.I BCp) 62 
. 
0 B(n} A(m) 2 ,03 
, 
Symbol: o2 q. 2 03 ; C. S,: 11; C. B.: 8~ N. o. = 3. 
Oonetruotion XV _ ....................... --......__ -
Through a given external point to draw a line 




Given the line AB and the external point O, 
(. 
to draw a line through C paralle1 to AB. 
36 
Oonatruoti:on: 
Symbol: 2. C3; c. s. = 8; c, E •• 6; N. o •• a. 
Proof: The quadrilateral ABDO is a parallelo-








To find the fourth proportional to three given 
·O 
Given three line segments m, n, and p, to 










~(p) C2 ~ 03 
-
' 
LoPenzo: Geometrl! S!]; Oompossg, 
~orlesanse.1! ~ Doretellende ~-
37 
c O(m) .B(p) . 03 . 
- . ,.,, 
D A(p) O(m) cl 
N. O. : 4. 
Proof: ~ BOO and OAO are ~ongru.ent. (Three sides 
respectively equal.) Then L DOC • L AOB (equals subtraQted 
from equals}. Therefore ~ COD and AOB are similar (angle 
of one =angle of other and including sides proportional). 
Thus n:m = p:x. 
Corollary. To find the third proportional to two 
given line s. 
Method I. 
Construction: This oonstruotlon would be identl-
cal with the. above conetruotion except we would use m for 
~· The symbol would be the same, c. of s. !s 13, c. of E. 






Jlasoheroni, Lorenzo: Geometria E!1 Coµmoss,q, p. 64. 
Oonstruotion~ 
-
F O(m) 82 
A, D '.l'tn> O(m) 03 
, 
, 
B A(n) F(n) B1 
0 B(n) F(n), cl 
>ll C(n) F(n)\ 01 
N. O. = 5. 
Proof: OF J:s _J_ to DA and IE is .J_ to DA. 
Theretore OF and lE are parallel and angle EDF • angle 
DFO. Thus the triangles DFE and D!'O a,;re similar and we 
have j)j2 = IE • o-.. Bu. t :PF = n and OJ!' : m. The re fore 
n2 : m • 'nDl • * T\ti\ .LADll or m.n n: .ui:... 
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Conetru. otlon XVI --------""'"'-"-- -
To construct a polygon similar to a given polygon. 
/~ 
/ '\. 









k /y " " ,. 
\ ~ 
\.. ______ JI 





'\- - - - - __: -./ 
. E" A' B' 
0 
Given the polygon ABCIB- to 
construct a poaygon similar to ABCIE upon 
the given line segment A'B' oorrespondlng to .AB. 
Conetructlon: 
F O(AB) E•(BC) ~ 02 .. 




H F(BC) O(A'B') 01 
~ .. 
I .i::- :S-(AO) O(AB) 03 
J E" A.AO) 0 (A I B' ) 
K I(AC) OfA'B'} 01 . -
L F(All) O(AB) 03 
~ 
M F(AD} O(A'B') 
N L(AD) O(A'B') Cl 
-
o~ L{OD) O(AB) 03 
p .L(cp) O(A'B') 
Q O' (CD) O(A'B') 01 
-< 
R Of (llB)' O(AB) 03 
s O'(CD) O(A'B') 
T· R(IE) O( A 'B') . 01 --
u R(AE) Q(AB) C3 
. 
v R( AS) 0( A·'B') 
' 
w U(.AB) O(A'B') cl 
. 
C' BI ( GH) A' ('Jlt) 2~ 
41 
D' A' (MN) C' (PQ) 2 03 
E' D' (ST) A'(VW) 2 C3 
Symbol: 6 C1 + Oz "' 13 03; c. s. = 6'1; c. E. = 47; 
;. ..... o. = 20. 
~ 
Proof: By oonstruot1on XIV B'C' was found to 
"I 
be the fourth proportional to AB, A'B', and BC. Also 
AB A'B' = AO A'C', AB:: A'B' : AD A.'D', 
AB: A'B' ~DO i D'O', AB:: A'B' : DO: D'O', 
AB : A'B' : AS : A'E'. Thus the polygons are similar 
having corresponding ~ides in proportion. 
. , 
-Oonstruotion XVIII 
To f lnd a line segmeJJ. t equal to one half of a 






Given line aegrrent OA, to find' 
a line eegrrent equal to one half OA. 
Construction: 
B O(A} A(OA) 
0 B( OJ.) O(A) . 
D C( OA.) 0( .!) 
E I 
~-
F :I( OA) 0( ADJ 
G .. 0(4) E(G) 
' 
H F(EG) Jl(A) 
N. O. = 7. 
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Proof: By 8onstruotlon XIV AD : OA : OA : HG. 
By the corollary of Construction II AD ie double OA, then 










D(AB) B(A.)' 01 
F, F' E(A) A(B) 02 
G F(AB) A(B) 03 
H G(AB) A(B) cl 
I f 
H(AB) AB Cl 
; 4 
~., p. 38. 
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Symbol: 6 o1 +-~ c2 + c3 ; O. S.: 20; C. E. = 
12; N. o.:; 8. 
Cor.oll,a;-z. To f.lnd tbe midpoint of a line s~ginent • 
.. 
er . A. 
Method I. 
Construction: R~paat the construction of the above 
oonetmotlon, ·then draw A( GH) and -ofGHt and: the point ot 
tangency will be the midpoint of OA. o. s. = 25; c. E. : 16; 
~ 
and N. O. • 9. 
Method II. 
A more accurate construction ~ay be made by ,. 
drawing A(GH) and by Bonstruction XI Case II find the point 
pf intersection o:f! the elrole and OA. ·Thie method gi vee 
C. S. =· 43, O. E •. : 2 8, and N. O. = 15. 









B O(A) A(O) cl + 02 ... ' -
c Bf CIA) O(A) ~l 
. 
D O(OA) O(A) 01 
~# 
R, E' J.(D) D(B) 01 .. 02 
-~ 
:r E(DB) E' (DB) 2 01 
,____ 
Symbol: 6 01 + 2 02 ; c. S. a 18; c. B. : 10; 
N. O. : a. 
Proof: ~ AIB' and PIS' are similar (being 
·~ lB' 
lsosoeles and having one,..equal). Than~ : ~ or 
-P. m.. DF 
Df!fY- : AD~~ DF, but ~' = BJ) $I1t1 Bfi2 : 3 IQ2 • Thue 
3-E2 : 2 AO x ~; and;3 .A:_O, ~ 2 DF and AO • § DF. 
Therefore OF = t AO.. 4ngle Am' • ~gle FIE' for AD 





- - - ..-.... 
c . A(B) B(A) 01 + 02 --
D O(A~) B{A) cl 
E D(AB) B(A) 01 -- -
F, F' E(A) A(.B) 02 
--
G F(A) F' (A) 01 t 02 
Symbol: 4 c1 .J. 3 o2 i c. s. : l.'1; e. E. = 10; 
N. o. : '1. 
Proof: Thia proof le similar to the proof of 
method III. 
K 
Construction XIX _......, _____ _ 






Given tba line eegnen t AB, to 
divide AB into three equal parts. 
Construation: 
E A(B) B(A) 
---
c E(A) A(B) 
D E(A) B(A) 
F O(AB) A( B) 
G D(AB) B(A) 
I, K F(G) G(A) 
' . 
J, H G(F) F(B) 
y K(AG) I(AG) 
N J( AG) H(AG) 
. 








Symbol: 10 01 + 3 c2 ; C. S, = 29; C. E. = 16; 
N. O. : 13. 
Proof: J'G la the perpendioular b!sector o-f 
IK and M and N are equidistant from I and K, therefore 
they must lie on FG. The 
lar isosceles triangles. 
3 AB • GM; then GM : ~ AB 
3 
triangles FGI and MGI are siml-
Then n2c FG x GM or 4 IB2 = 
l 




7 a •WW 
4fa 
Construction XX __...---.,.-.-..--.........._...... -
To find the 1nteree ct ion of two given lines. 7 
B 
Givan the two . line e AB and CD, to 
find ~heir intersection. 
Construction: 
C' A(C) B(C) 
D' A(D) B(D) 





Ibid., 'P• 94. 





G J.l(D'C') D' (R) 01 + 03 
H D' (D) F(D'C') cl 
I G(D'C') D' (D) 01 
. JC D' (HI) D(HI) 01 + 03 . 
-
22 ; N. 0. = 12 • 
Proof: AB ls the perpendicular bisector of the 
lines CC' and DD'; thus, D'DO'~ is an isosceles trapezoid. 
OIEC' was oonatru.cted a .Parallelogram; and D'K was made 
the fourth proportional of D'E, D'D, and D'O'. Thus DK 
is parallel to C'E and DC is also parallel to C'E, there-
fore K ls on CD! Since K ls equidistant from D' and ~ 
1 t is also on AB. Therefore K is the intersection of AB 
and CD. 
Constru.ct.f.:on XXI _ ......... ____ -
To lnsoribe a regular hexagon in a olrole. 
Given oirole w1tn aenter O, to 




B A(OA) O(A) 
0 B(GA) O(A) 
~ 
D O(OA) O(A) 
~ 
E D(OA) O(A) 
-










Symbol: 4 cl + C2: c. s •• ll; D. E •• 6~ B. 
o. = 5. 
Proof: Triangle AOB is equilateral and tl:lere-
fore equiap.ga.lar. Angle AOB = soo, thus arc AB = so0 
or 1/6 of a circle. 
qoro,lllar_:z. To construct a line equal to the 
square root ot two. 
Construction: 
B A(O) O#A) 02 -l 01 
-
c B(CA) O(A) 01 
D O(OA) OC-.A) cl 
G A(C) D(AO) - 01 + 02 
0 O(A) Co 
H D(OG) O(A) 
--
N. O. : V. 
Proof: H is the midpoint of arc ARD (Construc-
tion VII). HOD ls a right triangle with HO: 1: OD. 
Thus, HD = f2 but HD was taken : OG, so OG : ~-. 
Construction XXII --- -
To inscribe a square in a circle. 
Given the clrele w th center O, to 
inscribe, a square ln the circle. 
Construction: 
' 
B A(O) O(A) 
c B(O) O(A) 
D 0(0) > .. , 
' . 
B A(O) D(B) 






- ... ,,,,,.,., 
01 
01 "' 02 
03 
·symbol: 4 o1 + o2 + o3 ; c. s. = 15; c. E. = 9; 
N. o. i 6. 
Proof: AD ls diameter (Construction II) and 
Fis midpoint of arc ABOD (Construction VII). There-
fore aros AF, DF, AG, and DG are 90°. 
·Coroll,!!Z• To inscribe a regular octagon in 
a oirole.8 
Constmotlon: The construction will be the 
same as in the above oonstruotlon plus the following: 
H E(OA) O(A) 03 
I E(OA) O(A) · 
J G(FH) O(A) 03 
K G(FH) O(AJ . 
N. O. : 8. 
c 
Proof: AF ;: 12, then OE = /'€ and OH = EH = 1. 
Ther~fo,re· ERO is a right triangle -·and angle EOH is 450. 
Thll.s arc DF ls bisected and arc HF is equal ene eight 
of circle. 
...... - EL 
llasoheronl, Lorenzo: La Gemnetrla del Composso,_ 
23, 24. - -pp. 
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Constru.otion XXIII 
To divide a giveri line segusnt into extreme and 
mean rat!o. 9 
p. 71 
G 
A x . . I .B----~- ---
Given the line AB, to 




c B(A) A(B) 01 .J 
D C(AB) B(·A) 01 
E D(AB) B(A) cl . 




Mascher.oni, Lorepzo: ~ Geometria ~ Composso, 
., 
G E(O' A(EO) 2 c1 
p D(BG) F(BG) 01 + 03 
'- -
Symbol: 7 c1 ~ c2 ~ c3 ; o. s. = 21; c. E. = 12; 
N. O. : 9. 
Proof: DP = CB = ~ (Construction Dll, Cor. 2) 
DF = /3 (Conetru.o~ion XXI, Oor. 3) 
DN : i!... 
2 
'PN2= n2 - me = 2 - -! = i 
PN : t/5 
PB: PN - BN:: t/5 - t: i(/5 - l) 
Let PB = X and if AB is divided into extreme 
and mean ratio, 
l : x = x : 1-~ x 
z2:-X.J.l 
r "' x - i = o. 
~"fr I 
~ : ~ ;L_:,~ + .. i = 
Now we have shown that 
X : PB : t ~/! - l) 
Therefore AB : PX : PX : AP. The negative .sign 




------.::---... ........... .-....... -




Given the circle B(A), to 
!nsorlbe a regular decagon. 
Constru.o.t! on: 
c A(B) B{A) 
' 
. 
D 'C(BA) B{A) 
B D(BA) B( A) 
F E(BA) B(A) 
G E(p) A(BC) 














H A(PB)- B(A) 03 
I H(PB) " 01 
J I(PB) • 01 
K J(PB) • cl 
L K(PB) • c,-I 
' 
M L(PB) • 01 
. 
R 0 ll(PB) • 01 
N R(PB) .. 01 
0 N(PB) n cl 
Symbol: 14 o1 ~ o2 ~ 2 C3; O. S. = 39; 
c. B. : 22; N. O. : 17. 
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~ 
Proof: AB is divided into extreme and mean ratio 
at P (Construction DIII). Triangles ABH and ARP a.re simi-
lar having an angle of one equal to an angle of the other 
and the including side. in proportion. Since triangle 
ABH is lsoacelee, AHP is an isosceles. Now angle A = 
angle APH = angle AHB and PB • AH : HP. Thue angle PBI 
: ~ngle PHB, Angle APR = 2 angle B. Then 5 L B : 180° ~ 
and LB= 36~. or arc AH= 350 or 1/10 of a oirole. 
.i. 
Ctu!>TER IV 
RULER AND COMPASSES CONSTRUCTIONS 
All the oonstruotiona made in Chapter III by l'.D.flllllS 
of compasses alone will be repeated in this chapte~ with ruler 
and com.passes. with the exception of those which can not 
~ -
1fbe-ly be made• Examples are constructions I, II, III, XIV, 
and XXI. Where the proofs of the constructions are not given 
in this chapter, they will be found in t~e corresponding con-
struction of Chapter III. 
Coroll~ry. Construction II 
To produce a line segment its own length. 
Given the line segment AB, to produce it its own 
length. 
Construction: 
l a I A(B) B..,~ I I L2 .. a2 I 0 
Symbol: L2 .J C2; c. s. t 6· C'. E. 4; N. O. - 2 .. . -






To construct a right, triangle with hypotenuse 
twice a given side (oonetruoting a line : /11,)J 
c A 
_ Construction: 
0 A(B} B_A L2 .. C2 
t)(JB) J J(B) O· D 1 I 1 
69 
Symbol: o1 f a2 + L2; C. 8. = 8; C. E. : 5; N. O. :~3 
Proof: (An angle jnscribed in a semioirole is a 
right angle.) 
Construction ! 
To double an angle. 
B 
0 c A 
60 
-Given the angle AOB, to double it. 
ConstruqtJ!on: 
0 0(0) OA - 01 
D 0 B 0(0) 
E D( C) 0(0) 02 
. Symbol: C1 + 02; C. S. : 5~ C. E~ : 3; N. O. : 2. 
at P. 
Construotion VI -------










Given oirole with oenter o, to draw a tangent to oirole 
Construction: 




Symbol: Cl~~ L2 ; c. S. = 8; C. E. = 5; N. O. = 3. 
Construction VII 
~ -






Given aro AB, to find the midpoint of arc AB. 
Oonstruct!on: 
c B(O) A(t)) 01 + 
M 0 0 O(B) ~ 
N. O. : 3. 
Proof: 8 The perpend1cular bisector of a 
~hord bisects the arc lt subtends.• 
Conatructlon VIII --.--...--.... .............. ~ ---







I \ I I \ 
I I \ / 
I I \ 
I; 
Given! the line AB, to conetl'Uct a square with 
each slde equal to AB. 
Method I. 
Construe tJ: on: 
0 B(A) .A(B) 01 " 02 
D C(B) A 0 01 .f. L2 
E B C C(B) L2 
F F B Bf A) L2 
., 
G A G A(B) L2 
N. O. : 8. 
Proof: f§ EAB and DBA are rt. /..§ and DB : AB = 







c A(B) B(A) 
.. 
D C{AB) 






















Symbol: 3 o+ ~ o2 ~ c3 ~ b2 ; c. s. • 16; o. E. : 
. 10; N. 0. : 6. 
Oonstruot.ton IX -





Given line·m ands, to oonstru.ot a right triangle 
with m and n s!d.ee. - ... 
Oonatru.etlon: 
) 
A A B B(m) Lo t C3 
B 
-- ·o D(A} AB Cl 
D 
m DiC D(A) L2 -
~. 
F E J.._A(n) L2 + 03 
~ 
Symbol: L~ ~ 2 L ~ C ~ 2 C ; c. S, a 1~~ 
C. E. = 11; N. o. = 6. 
Corollary. To oonstru.ot a square equivalent to 
two given squares. 
Construction: This will be a repetition of the 
above oonst_rnotion and the oonatruct!on of VIII, Method LI, 
which will give a c. s.:: 33, c. E. : 21, and N. o. = 12. 
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Construotlon X _......._ ____ _ 
To construct a right triangle having given the 
I 












A D(A) A D co "' Lo 
B Df A) A D 
.... 
-0 B·D ,D{A) 12 
E A(m) 0 A 12 f 03 
F E(h) AB 03 
. 










A B(h' AB +- Lo ;. 03 l . . c B(C) A(C) I 2 01 
D B(C) A(C) 
E OD AB L2 
-
l F E(B} B(m) 02 + 03 
C. :&. :: 12; N. O.: 7. 
Corollary: To oonstruot a square equivalent to 
the difference of two given squares. 
Construction: This construotion may be done by 
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the above construction and construction VIII Method II, 
which will give a c. s. = 32, c. E. = 20, and N. o. • 12. 
Construction XI - -
To find the points of intersection of a circle 
with a line. 
This can be done by one operation (L2) and we 
get C. S. = 3, C. E. : 2, and N. O. • 1. 
Conetruot!on XII -
To bisect a gi ve.n angle. 
B 
0 C A 
Given angle AOB, to ~ind the bisector. 
0 I 0(0) 0 A cl 
D 0(0) 0 B 
-
E O(E) D(E) 2 01 
I 
Symbol: 3 01; O ... s. : 6; C. E. = 3; N. O. = 5. 
Construction XIII - --
From a given point in a given line to draw a 
line making an angle equal to a given angle. 
B 6S 
0 c A M p E N 
Given angle AOB arid P on line MN, to draw a line 
from P making an, angle wl th MN equal to AOB. . 
Oonet~u~tion: 
c O(C) O A Cl 
-
D 0(0) 0 B 
B P(OC) MN 01 
F R(CD) P(OC) C3 
--
Symbol: 2 Cl .f.. 03 ; O. S. : 8; C. E. = 5;' N. O. : 3. 
£2.!:ollarz 1· To oonatrn.ct a tTiangle given two 
aides and included angle. 
Constrnot!on: This requires oonstruotion XIII 
plus the operations Lo "' 2 c3 which gives for the corollary 
symbol: Lo + 2 c1 + 3 c3 , c. S. : 17, C. E. : 11, N. O. : 
6. 
~!!ar_u ~· To construct a triangle given two 
















D O(m) e D Lo ~ 03 
E H(FG) O(OF) 01 + 03 
, 
]' O(:Q') 0 A 01 
~ " ' . . 
f G O(!'} OB 
-
R O(OF) CD 01 . 
I D(nl C E ~ + 03 
. 
J D(n) OE 
' 
C. E. : 14; N. O. : 8. 
Construct!'on 'X!V -
Through a given external point to draw a line 
parallel to a given line. 
A B 
Given the external point P and llm AB, to draw 
a line through P parallel to AB. 
Method I. 
Construction: 









p 0 01 
P(CD) 03 
Symbol: L1 + ! 01 + 03; a. s. : 10; c. E. = 6; 




0 AND D O(P) AB 01 
E D(Ot) 0 p C3 
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Symbol: D1::f 03; C. S. = 6; C. E.; 4; N. o. = 2 
Proof: (parallel lines intercept e.qual arcs on 
a circle.) 
Method III. 


















Symbol: 3 C1; C. S. = 6; C. E. • 3; N. O. : 3. 
Proof: Opposite sides of a rhombus are parallel. 
Construotlon 3£VI _.....---....--..-.- -
To fin~ the fourth proportional to three given 
'12 
Gi'Ven the three .line segment e !!!t a, and l?• te find 
the fourth proportional. 
Construotion: 
0 A(m) AR L1 +% 
D A(n) AB 03 
E C(p) AR 03 
F (}(F) AR Il1 
G CD (}(ii') ~ . 
J E(J) AR 01 
H J(FG) E( J) 03 
I EH AB L2 
-
C. E. : 19 ~ N. 0. : 9. 
Proof: P~rallel lines intercept proportional intercepts 
on two or more tranversal.s. 
Corollarz, To find the third proportional to two 
gl ven line s • 
Oonstruotion: This ls a reproduction of the above 
oonstruotion enly we use !!! for l? and we will obtain the 
same measures ae above. 
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Construotlon XVII 
___ , __ _ 












Given polygon P and §' corresponding to ~' to 
oonstruot a polygon similar to P. 
Constru.otion: In this construction we repeat 6on-
stru.otlon XIII six times ·and we draw a straight line through 
two given points eight times whioh gives us a symbol = 
8 ~ + 8 01 + 6 03, O. s. : 64, C. E. = 42, N. O. = 22. 
Q.2!!.§]ruot!on XVIII 
To fin·d a line se~equal to one half of a. 
given line segimnt,. 
I . 
I 
A \M B 
¥: 
Given line segment AB, to find a line segJIBnt equal 





c, D A( C) B( 0) 2 01 
M 0 D AB ~ --
Symbol: 2 cl + L2; c. s. = '; c. E. = 4; N. o. : 3. 
Corollarl: To find the midpoint of a line segment. 
Oonstru.otion: same as oonstruction above. 
Construction XIX -------
To divide a line segment·into three equal parts. 
Given line segment AB, to divide it into three wqlUA.l 
Conatruotlon: We construct an angle equal to a 
given angle twioe and ,.make the operation L1 .f ~. This 
gives us a symbol: ' 01 ~ o3 + L1 + L2 , c. s. = 23, c. B. : 
13, and N. o. = 10. 
Construction XX - -
To find the point o:f intersection of two given llnas. 
'16 
Constru.ot!on: Symbol = 2 ~' c. s. = 6, c. E. = 
4, and N. O. = 2. 
Corollarx Construction !!!, 
To oonstruot a line equal to the square root of 
two. 
Construet!on: C F of Method II Construction VIII 
is the required line and it may be obtained by a reproduc-
tion of Method II. c. s. = 12, c. E. • '1, N. o. • .6. 
Construction .xx.II -... ........ ,;,___._...___ ----
To !nser!be a square in a given elrcle. 
- )N'1" J-/ "'- G • 
// E "/ 
/ i /"'-
/ "' / I/ "'-
B -----r---- A 
" 10 / 
"- I / 
""" / "'- I / 
" I / 
I '- / H 
D 
Given the c~rcle with center O, to !nsorlba a 
square. 
Conatro.otion:· 
A, B 0 A O(A) L1 
E B(E) A(E) 2 01 
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I' c, D I E 0 ~(A~ ' I ~ " ' 1 
------------~-----------------._ _________ _ 
Symbol: Li ~ L2 + 2 01; c. s. = 9; a. E. =· 5~ 
N'. o. = 4. 
Corolla17. To inscribe a regu.lar aotagon in a 
oircle. 
Construotlon: The above construotlon plua the 
following: 
F A(F) C(F) 2 di ~ 
9 OF O(A) L2 . 
H ~(G) O(A) 02 
-
:t~~ J Bf A~) O(A) cl 
!-'---
12; N'. o.: 9. 
Construction XXIII -----
To divide a line segment into extreme 
ratio. 
'17 
Given the line segment AB, to divide AB into 
extreme and mean ratio. 
Construction: 
c, D B(D} A(D) 2 Ci 
. 
E- CD AB L2 
... 
F O(B) G 0 01 + Ls ~, 
'-
G O(B)' A B 
-
H B(E) FB C2 .. L2 
I H(B) AH 01 i L2 
M A(I) AB 02 
Symbol: 4 c1 + 2 02 i 4 L2 ; c. s. - 26; c. E. '1: .. 
16; N. o. = 10. 
Proof: AK: AB = AB • AI • 
AK - Al3 • A.B - AB - AI AI • -
or AM • AB : MB • AM • • 
or AB AM • A1/I. MB 
Constru.otion XXIV --• 
To inscribe a regular decagon in a o!role. 
Construction: Suppose AB of Conetru.ctlon XX!II 
78 
le the radius of the circle .in which the regular decagon 
ls to be inscribed. 
We first divide AB into extren:e and mean 2atlo, 
then with radius AB we describe ~roe on the circle and 
we obtain ten equ~l aros. 
S~bol: 12 c1 f ,2 c2 + 4 ~2 + c3 ; o. s. - 46; 
c. E. : 27; N. ~! : l~. 
CHil'!ER V 
CONSTRUCTION WITH C(J(PJ.SSES, inJLER. ill> .TRIANGLm 
In this chapter we will do the same oonstruc-
ti ons of Chapter II.I and we will make use of the tri-
angles to simplify our oonstruotions. The construotioos, 
however, which can not be simplif~ed by uae of the tri-
~ 
angles w~ will not repeat. As we:a11 know, triangles 
oan be used to simplify oonstruotions in which perpen-
diculars are drawn and in which the par~llel postulate 
is constructed. 
Construction .! 
To let fall a perpendicular frcm an external 
. point upon a. given line. 
Construction: with the triangles this can be 
done in one operation, wl;dch is represented by the S:9J!l-
bol T5• C. S. : 4, c. E. : 3. 
Construction 11. 
At a given point in.a given line to erect a 
perpendicular to the line •. 
Construction: with the triangles this can be 
done in one operation, which is represented by the sym-
bol T2• C. s. = 5, c. E. : 2. 
Construction :f!. 
To construct a right triangle with hypotenuse 
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twice a givon aide. 
A B 
Given line AB, to oonstruct a right triangle 




N. O. : 4. 
D J.(B) B A 








C2 t L2 
C2 t T2 
• 
12; C. E. : 
A B 




c A.(B) B(A) c1 i C2 
D CR A(B) T2 
/ 
I 
n. o. : 5. 
Construction !! 
To draw. a tangent to a circle at a given point 
on the circle. 
Construction: This can be done 1n one operation 
with the triangle. Erect a perpendicular at the end of 
the radius on the circumference. S~bol: T2, c. 8. : 3, 
C. E. : 2, .N. O. : J:. 
. 
Construction VII _.........,...___... ................. ____
To find the midpoint of a given aro. 
Constructiqn: Thia can be done in one opera-
' 
tion, to drop a perpendicular fran a given external point 
to a given line and produce it. S~bol: T3, c. $. : 4, 
C. E. = 3. 
Construction VIII 





Given the Bide AB, to construct a square. 
Construoti on: 
c B(A) BR C2 + T2 
D A(B.A.) A S Cl + T2 
~ 





To construct a right triangle having given th• 
c 
A B 
Given the two sides !!! and!!_, to construct a 
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right triangle with !!!. and !! sides. 
Const motion: 
D A(m) AB c3 i Lo 
E A(n) 4 C C3 i LO 
-
Symbol: 2Lo + 203; c. s. = 10; c. E. - 6; 
N. Q. : 4. 
Corollary. To construct a: square equi vs.lent 
to two given equares. 
Construction: This will be the equivalent of 
oonstructions VIII and IX. c. S. : 21, C. E. : 13, and 
N. O. : 8. 
qetlst~uotion ~ 
~o Qons"truo~ ~ tight triangle having given 
the hypotenuse and one s1de. 
s 
h 
~. :.J :l ~~.:.:: 
A D - :B 
Given the line segments a and ~.to construe~ 




E J.C~l AC o3 f Lo 
·' 
D E(h) AB ~5 '4 LO 
' 
Symbol: 2Lo t 203; c. s. : 10; c. E. : 6; 
N. o. : 4. 
Corollary. .~o construct a sqJl,8.re equivalent 
to the difference of two given squares. 
Construction: This can be done by the appli-
cation of constructions VIII and x. C. s. = 21, c. E. : 
13, N., O. : 8; 
Constructf,0n ~~I~-~-<:oro11ar1 ! 
To oonstruot a tr+angle having given two sides 
and included angle. 
Construction: This can be done by four oper-
ations: T2 t T3 + 2c3• c. s. : 15, c. E. : 11. 
C~nstruation !!!!,--Corollary _g 
To construct a triangle having given t•o eidee 
and an angle opposite one. of them. 
ConstrucZion: This construction also in:volvee 
four operations: T2 +.T3 + 2c3• c. S. : 15. C~ E. : 11. 
Construction !.! 
Through a given external point to draw a~ line 
parallel to a given line. 
Construction: Thia construction is made by a 
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single operation with triangles: T3• c. s. : 4. c. E. : 
3. 
Construction XVI -.. ................. _ ......... __





·Given the three line segments m,, ~. and .E,. to • 





D A.Cm) A 0 Cl + C3 
E D(p) A e c~ 
- -
F A(n) AB L0 t 03 
- < 




10; li. o. !: 5. 
Corollary. To find the third proportional to 
-
two g~ven line segments. 
Construction: This will be a reproduction of 
the above conatrliotion, ·~oept we use a a second time in 
the place o:f ll.• 
Construction XVII 
To construct a polygon similar to a given poly-
gon with a givon line segment as a corresponding side • . 
s' 
corresponding to the side 8, to o~nstruct a poligon sim-
ilar to R with s• a side oorr~spond.ing to s. 
Construction: In this construction we used 
the operation T3 seven times and c3 one tim._e. S1Jnbel: 
C3 + .?!!3 , C. S. = 32, C.E. : 24, N. O. : s. 
Construction XIX .•. -
To divid~ a given line segment· into three equal 
parts. \ . 
G B 
Given the line tilegment Al3,. to divide AB in 
three equal :parts. 
Construction; 
D A(D) A Q - L1 t cl 
~ 
' . E D(4D) A. c cl 
F E(AD) AC cl 
G ER ,AB T5 
H D S A. B T3 
8'1 
Symbol: . L1 t. 3C1 f 2T3 ; C. S. = 16; C. E. -
J.O; B. O. : 6. 
Construction ~--Coroll~ 





Given .A.B equal to one unit, to find a 11ne seg-
ment equal.~o the square root of two • 
. Construction: 
l 0 I :B{A) ·1 ~R . I C2 t: T2 I 
Symbol: o? + !!!2; c. s. - 6; C. E. - 4; :rr. o. -- - -
2. 
C6nstruat1on XX.II . -
To inaoribe a sql1are in a given circle. 
IR 
/ " / I "" 
/ " 
/ ""' / I "" / "" A B 










Given the airole •ith center O, to inscribe a 
square. 
Construction> 
A, B. AO O(A) L1 
. 
. 
c OR O(A) T5 
D 0 s OA 
1 
Symbol: L1 + ~2; C. S. = 5; C. E. • 3; 
Corollary. To inscribe a.regular ootogon in 
a cirole. 
Construction: This would be the same as the 
oonstruotion above plus two T3• C. S. : 13, C. E. : 9, I 
N •. 0. : 4. 
Construction X.XIII 
~o divide a given lin~ segment into extreme 




Given the line segment .A.B, to divide it into 
extreme and mean ratio. 
Construction; 
1 .1 
])~ .c A(D) B(D) 2C1 
- . 
E DC A. B L2 
.., :BR, B(E) c2 + '.2 
, 
~ 
G AF, F(B) cl I L2 
. 
p .A.( Gl' A. B c2 
C. E. = 13; N. O. : 8. 
Construction .XXIV ------------ -
To insoribe a regular decagon in a giTen circle. 
Construction: This construction will be the 
same as Construction XXIII ~lus c3 + ac1 • Symbol:. 11C1 
+ 2C2 + c5 i 2L2 + T2• C. S. : 41, C. E. : 24, and 




c.s. C.E. N.O. 
I 6 4 2 
II 9 5 4 
II Cor. 9 5 4 
III 4 2 2 
IV 9 5 4 
v 6 4 2 
VI 7 4 3 
VII 18 12 6 
VIII 19 11 8 
IX 33 21 12 
IX Cor. 52 32 20 
x 18 11 7 
X Cor. 37 22 15 
XI 20 13 7 
XII 27 17 10 
XIII 27 19 8 
XIII Cor.l 
I 
54 37 17 
. 





c.s. C.E. N.O. 
6 4 2 
9 5 4 
6 4 2 
4 2 2 
8 5 3 
5 3 2 
I 8 5 3 
I 
I 8 5 3 
16 10 6 .. I 
. 17 11 6 
33 21 12 
16 10 6 
32 20 12 
3 2 1 
6 3 3 
8 5 3 
17 11 6 




Ruler, and I 
Triangles 
c. $4 C.E. N. O. 
4 3 l 
3 2 1 
6 4 2 
4 2 2 
8 5 3 
5 3 2 
3 2 1 
4 3 l 
11 7 4 
10 6 4 
21 13 '•8 
~o 6 4 
21 13 8 , 
3 2 1 
6 3 3 f 
4 3 1 I 
15 11 4 
15 11 4 
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c.s. C.E. N.O. c.s. C.E. N. O. c.s c . .E. N.O. 
XIV 11 8 3 11 8 3 I 11 8 3 xv 8 6 2 6 3 3 4 3 1 
l XVI 13 9 4 28 19 9 15 10 5 
XVI Cor. 13 8 5 28 19 9 l 15. 10 5 XVII 67 47 20 64 42 22 32 24 8 
XVIII 19 12 7 7 4 3 7 4 I 3 
XVllI Cor. 17 10 7 7 4 3 7 4 3 
XIX 29 16 13 23 13 10 16 10 6 
xx 34 22 12 6 4 I 2 
1: I 4 2 .XXI 11 6 5 11 6 5 6 5 
XXI Cor. 15 8 7 12 7 5 6 4 2 
.XXII 15 9 6 9 5 4 5 3 2 -
XXII Cor. 23 15 8 21 12 9 13 9 4 
.XXIII 21 12 9 26 16 10 21 13 8 
XXIV 39 22 17 46 2.7 19 41 24 17 
11363 Total 724 458 f266 l528 329 200 255 128 
1 
~able I. 
The results obtained from the three methods of con-
struotion are summarized in Table L. Where there were two or 
more methods of constructing a problem, the construction with 
smallest c. S. and c. E. appears in the table. Fran the table 
we see that making the 33 constructions with canpasses alone 
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there were 458 coincidences and 266 circles drawn; while the 
same constructions were made with ruler and compasses with 
329 coincidences and 200 circles or lines drawn. Thus, we 
make 129 more coincidences and draw 66 more circles when we 
use compasses alone to construct the 33 problems. Now for ac-
curacy in construction, is the difference ~oo great? 
If we omit constructions VI, XII, XIII, XIII Cor. 1, 
and XX, we have 28 constructions remaining and to make them 
with compasses alone we only make 46 more coincidences and 
draw 27 more circles than we would by using compasses and ruler. 
This is about an average of one and one-half coincidences and 
one circle more to be drawn per construction. Certainly this 
increase in work would not be considered where accuracy is con-
cerned. 
There ·are five of the 33 constructions which are 
shorter by using compasses alone. Consider constructions VI, 
XVI, XVI Cor., XXIII, and XXIV. In making these with compasses 
alone there are 55 coincidences and 38 circles drawn, while 
with canpasses and ruler, there are 86 coincidences and 50 cir-
cles and lines to be drawn. Sometimes a ruler and -compasses 
construction is given in preference to a "compasses-alonen con-
struction because the proof is shorter and simpler. This can 
not be a reason for not giving VI by compasses alone for the 
proof is the same by both methods. Now constructions XVI and 
XVI Cor. can not always be ma.de by "compasses-a.lone n method 
as given in this work, but in most cases it can and when it 
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can be used it is more than twice as short and the proof is 
as simple as ruler and compasses method. Construction XXIII 
is _a very important construction. To the writer, it seems that 
the "compasses-alone n construction of this problem given in 
any Plane Geometry textbook would be a weight for the book. 
Since the proof is based upon the .Pythagorean Theorem, this 
construction could be made to follow this theorem as Viell as 
the place it now occupies in most Plane Geanetry texts. 
Construction XV is another interesting construction. 
As it appe~xs in Wentworth-Smith's Plane Geometry, it takes 
6 coinoidenoes and 4 lines and circles to make the construction, 
while in the construction as shown in this th·esis with ncompasses-
alone", it only takes 6 coincidences and 2 circles to make the 
• 
construction. The proof for the "compasses-a-lone" construction 
is even sho~ter. 
Table I shows that in every case compasses, ruler, 
and triangles constructions are as short and in most cases 
shorter than those made with compasses and ruler. Constructions 
XXIII and XXIV are the only two constructions of the 33 that can 
be made shortest by cc.mpasses alone. If the 33 constructiOills 
made in this work can be made with 129 less coincidences and 
66 less circles by introducing the ruler with the compasses, and 
if this can be made still with 94 less coincidences and 72 less 
lines a:nd circles by introfra.cing the triGngles along with the 
compasses and ruler, why stop in Plane Geanetry with the com-
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passes and ruler? It seems to the writer that the student 
of Plane Geometry is able to use the triangles as well as the 
compasses and ruler, and it is his opinion that a Plane Geom-
etry that does not introduce the triangles is leaving out 
something very important. That is, if we introduce the ruler 
with the ccmpasses to simplify our constructions, then it 
would certainly be reasonable to go all the way and introduce 
the triangles. 
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